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Kenmore PRO® 30” Single & Double Wall Ovens 
Product Facts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Overview:  
The new Kenmore PRO® 30” Single & Double Wall Ovens provide 
signature quality cooking, along with dual true convection and Exclusive 
Accela-Heat Technology so kitchen aficionados can get cooking and 
baking faster. With self-cleaning capabilities and temperature probes, 
this wall oven provides smooth, even cooking and baking and the 
reliability cooking enthusiasts have come to expect from the Kenmore 
brand.  
 
Key Features:  

 Exclusive Accela-Heat Technology is designed to cook foods 
straight from the refrigerator or freezer without preheating. The 
oven uses sensors to drive a powerful convection element and 
accurately control fans to transfer heat to the food, saving time 
by eliminating preheating altogether 

 Dual True Fan Convection with two separate convection fans 
plus a third heating element to deliver even baking and fast 
preheat 

 Porcelain Coated, Full-Extension Glide-out Racks allow for 
easier access of items without having to reach all the way in 
the oven 

 Self-Clean Cavities allow for an easy clean up and low oven 
maintenance 

 Temperature Probe precisely monitors food temperature so 
cooks can determine when food is cooked or baked to the 
exact temperature 

 Bright White Halogen Lighting for an easy view of what’s 
cooking, even when the doors are shut 

 Professional Style including chiseled windows, heavy duty 
metal handles and knobs with an intuitive user-friendly 
electronic readout 

 
Available Models/Dimensions: 

 Model: 41143 (Double Wall Oven) 

 Dimensions (W X H X D): 30” X 50 7/8” X 24 ¾”   

 Weight, Shipping (Approx.): 300 lbs. 
 Colors available: Stainless 

  

 Model: 41153 (Single Wall Oven)  

 Dimensions (W X H X D): 30” X 29” X 24 ¾”  

 Weight, Shipping (Approx.): 145 lbs. 
 Colors available: Stainless 

 
About the Kenmore Brand 

The Kenmore Brand is an industry leader in delivering trusted performance in 
the home with smart and stylish appliance innovations that help consumers do 
things quicker, easier and better. Recognized as a top appliance brand for 100 
years, the Kenmore Brand continues to give consumers more time, efficiency 
and better results for better living with industry-leading products across small 
and large appliance categories. For more information, log on to 
www.kenmore.com or www.facebook.com/kenmore. 
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